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Abstract: An x-ray phase-contrast laboratory system is presented, based on the beam-tracking
method. Beam-tracking relies on creating micro-beamlets of radiation by placing a structured mask
before the sample, and analysing them by using a detector with sufficient resolution. The system
is used in tomographic configuration to measure the three dimensional distribution of the linear
attenuation coefficient, difference from unity of the real part of the refractive index, and of the local
scattering power of specimens. The complementarity of the three signals is investigated, together
with their potential use for material discrimination.
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1 Introduction

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation characterised by relatively high energy (& 1 keV ) and
short wavelength (. 1 nm ). They are routinely used for imaging in a variety of applications, from
medical imaging to material science and security. X-rays are partially attenuated when travelling
through matter, and the amount of attenuation depends on the sample’s density, thickness and
chemical composition. Due to their wave nature, x-rays are not only attenuated in matter, but they
also experience a phase shift. Since x-ray detectors are only sensitive to the intensity of the radiation
impinging on them, standard x-ray imaging systems are insensitive to phase variations induced by
a sample, and only rely on attenuation to generate contrast. Attenuation and phase effects can be
described in terms of the complex refractive index of a material n = 1 − δ + iβ, where δ and β are
real, positive parameters, and i is the imaginary unit. The parameter β is responsible for attenuation,
while δ describes phase effects. In the last decades, many efforts have been dedicated to building
and developing x-ray imaging methods that are not only sensitive to attenuation, but also to phase
effects [1–13].

These x-ray phase-contrast imaging (XPCI) methods can be of great importance for all those
applications in which attenuation contrast is low (i.e. when a particular sample provides low x-ray
attenuation, or when there is a small difference in attenuation between two different materials).
Another advantage of XPCI is that attenuation and phase shift are two independent quantities,
and the ability to measure both at the same time can be of particular importance for material
discrimination. In this regard, a recent advance in XPCI is the possibility to measure a third signal,
alongside attenuation and phase, called ultra-small-angle x-ray scattering (USAXS) [14]. X-ray
scattering is generated by inhomogeneities in the spatial distribution of the electron density within
a sample [15]. The angle at which x-rays are scattered is related to the length scale at which the
electron density distribution varies and to the wavelength of the radiation. The USAXS signal
measured with XPCI methods is usually sensitive to inhomogeneities on length scales below the
resolution of the imaging system, which typically means micrometric and sub-micrometric scale.

Although XPCI presents several advantages with respect to standard attenuation-based x-ray
imaging, its implementation with laboratory sources usually requires the use of several optical
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Figure 1. Schematic of the beam tracking setup.

elements, which increase the complexity of the experimental setup, introduce additional sources
of error (e.g. relative alignment of the optical elements), and reduce the dose efficiency of the
system [16, 17]. The above problems are mostly solved by the beam tracking method [18–21]. In
beam tracking an absorbing mask is used to create micrometric beamlets of radiation that, after
propagating in free space, reach a detector where their spatial intensity distribution is measured.
When a sample is introduced in the system as in Fig. 1, the intensity profile of each beamlet
is modified. In particular, the total intensity of each beamlet decreases due to attenuation; the
direction of propagation of each beamlet is modified by refraction, with the refraction angle being
proportional to the spatial derivative of the phase shift induced by the sample; the divergence of each
beamlet is increased due to USAXS. Beam tracking can be easily implemented with polychromatic
laboratory sources, it is sensitive to sample attenuation, phase and USAXS, and requires only one
optical element, placed before the sample. In this manuscript we show the results of a laboratory
micro-tomography setup based on beam tracking, and how the three detected signals can be used
for more effective material discrimination.

2 Beam tracking method

A schematic of the beam tracking setup is shown in Fig. 1. An absorbing mask is used to intercept
the radiation emitted from an x-ray source. Themask is characterised by a highly absorbingmaterial
featuring periodically repeated apertures thoughwhich x-rays are transmitted. Each aperture extends
along the y direction, creating laminar beamlets that travel through the sample and, after propagation
in free space, reach a detector.

Let TM (x) be the intensity transmission function of the absorbing mask, so that if I0(x, y) is
the intensity distribution of the radiation impinging on the mask, I1(x, y) = TM (x)I0(x, y) is the
intensity distribution just after the mask. Since the mask structures extend along the y direction,
TM depends only on the x coordinate. Assuming that the effects of diffraction are negligible, so
that the system can be described in terms of geometrical optics, and in the case of a point source,
the intensity recorded at the detector, when no sample is present in the beam, is proportional to
I1(x/MM, y/MM ), where MM = (z1 + z2 + z3)/z1 is the geometrical magnification between mask
and detector plane, and z1, z2, and z3 are the source to mask, mask to sample, and sample to
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detector distances, respectively. In the case of an extended source, described by a source intensity
distribution P(x, y), the intensity recorded at the detector, when no sample is present in the beam, is
proportional to I1(x/MM, y/MM )∗P (x/(MM − 1), y/(MM − 1)), where ∗ indicates the convolution
operator. If the lateral extent of the projected source intensity distribution is larger than the distance
between two adjacent beamlets (equal to the mask period multiplied by MM ), the beamlets overlap
and the beam tracking method can no longer be applied. This is the first important condition for
the implementation of beam tracking with extended sources. If this condition is met, each beamlet
created by the mask is independent from the others. Beam tracking relies on the analysis of the
variations induced by the sample to each beamlet. This can be achieved only if the detector has
enough resolution to resolve the intensity profile of each beamlet. This is the second important
condition for the implementation of beam tracking. If both the above conditions are satisfied,
individual beamlets and their corresponding intensity profiles as recorded by the detector can be
considered independently from one another.

Let us consider a single row of detector pixels for a certain position y = y0. For simplicity we
will omit the dependency on y hereafter. Let G(x) be the intensity profile of a single beamlet as
recorded by the detector. G(x) can usually be described by a Gaussian function [19]:

G(x) =
a

√
2πc2

exp
[
−
(x − b)2

2c2

]
+ d, (2.1)

where a is the area of the Gaussian function, b its central position, c its standard deviation, and
d an additive constant. The parameter d is used to describe partial transmission through the
absorbing septa of the mask, the thickness of which can be insufficient to completely absorb the
incoming radiation. When a sample is introduced in front of the aperture, the parameters a, b, c
and d describing the beam intensity function G(x) are modified due to attenuation, phase shift and
USAXS caused by the sample. In particular, attenuation decreases the total area a of the Gaussian
function, refraction (which is proportional to the first spatial derivative of the phase shift) varies its
central position b, and USAXS increases its standard deviation c. From the variations of a, b and c
it is possible to obtain the attenuation (L), refraction (R) and USAXS (S) signals:

L = − ln [ao/ai] , (2.2)

R = (bo − bi)/z3, (2.3)

S = (c2
o − c2

i )/z
2
3, (2.4)

where the subscripts o and i refer to the parameters of G(x)measured with and without the sample,
respectively. It is important to note that the precision with which the refraction and USAXS signals
are measured closely depend on the dimension of the intensity profiles of the beamlets in air (ci).
Decreasing ci would, in general, increase the precision of R and S. ci depends on source size, mask
aperture size, and detector line spread function. The precision of the retrieval procedure, however,
also depends on the total photon statistic measured by the detector. Reducing source size and/or
mask aperture size would result in lower x-ray flux at the detector, while an increase in detector
resolution usually results in a decrease in detector efficiency; all the above cases would therefore
result, for a given exposure time, in lower photon statistic being detected.
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The signals L, R and S can all be expressed as line integrals of fundamental properties of the
sample [22–25], and be used in tomographic reconstructions to obtain three-dimensional maps of
the sample linear attenuation coefficient µ, difference from unity of the real part of the refractive
index δ, and variance of the local USAXS distribution σ2

φ, respectively.

3 Experimental implementation

The experimental setup features a Rigaku MM009 source, with a rotating tungsten anode, operated
at 46 kVp and 26 mA and with focal spot of about 70 µm full width at half maximum. The mask
has period and aperture size equal to 93 µm and 9 µm, respectively. It is made of a 225 µm gold
layer on a 525 µm silicon substrate, and it was manufactured by Microworks GmbH (Karlsruhe,
Germany). The detector is a Photonic Science (Mountfield, UK) CCD camera with pixel size
of 4.54 µm, 1:1 optically bounded to a fibre-optic, on the front of which has been deposited a
gadolinium oxysulphide x-ray scintillator. The effective resolution of the detector is ≈9 µm. The
distances between the different elements of the setup are: source to mask z1 = 168 cm, mask to
sample z2 = 4 cm, and sample to detector z3 = 30 cm.

We imaged a custom made sample consisting of a plastic monofilament and a pencil lead
enclosed in rubber. This sample was chosen to prove the complementarity of the three signals
measured with beam tracking, and their potential use for material discrimination.

A tomographic dataset is acquired by rotating the sample in the angular range [0◦, 180◦], with
angular step 0.25◦, for a total of 721 projections. For each rotation angle, the signals reconstructed
from a single acquired image are sampled in the x direction at a step equal to the mask period
magnified at the sample plane, in this case 95 µm. In the y direction, the sampling step is
determined by the detector demagnified pixel size, equal to 3.87 µm. To increase the sampling rate
in the x direction, a 10-step scan of the sample is performed at each rotation angle, with a step size
equal to 9.5 µm. The final images are obtained by recombining all the 10 steps of the scan, leading
to sampling steps equal to 9.5 and 3.87 µm in the x and y direction, respectively. The exposure
time for each scan step was 5 s, resulting in a 50 s exposure time for each rotation angle for the
images acquired with the sample. A series of 10 images, each with 5 s exposure time, without the
sample in the beam are acquired after every 20 angular projection, averaged, and used as reference.
The detector dark current is measured by acquiring and averaging 20 frames with the source turned
off, each with 5 s exposure time, 10 before and 10 after the tomographic scan. The detector dark
current is subtracted from all the measurements acquired with and without the sample.

The parameters a, b, c and d in Eq. 2.1 are found through a non-linear least square mini-
mization between the measured intensity profiles and the model function in Eq. 2.1. Tomographic
reconstructions are performed with a standard filtered back projection algorithm; in the case of the
attenuation and USAXS signals, the Ram-Lak filter used in the filtered back projection is multiplied
by a Hamming window to reduce high frequency noise.

4 Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the three reconstructed signals for a slice of the sample in the x − z plane. These
slices are obtained from the average of 27 detector rows in the y direction, resulting in a voxel size
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Figure 2. Reconstructed slices from the test sample made of rubber (1), plastic (2) and pencil lead (3). (a)
Linear attenuation coefficient µ; the displayed dynamic range is [0, 6] cm−1. (b) Difference from unity of the
real part of the index of refraction δ; the displayed dynamic range is [0, 8 × 10−7]. (c) Variance of the local
USAXS distribution σ2

φ; the displayed dynamic range is [0, 4 × 103] µrad2 cm−1.

Figure 3. Scatter plot of µ, δ, and σ2
φ for the materials in Fig. 2. The table on the right shows the mean

values and standard deviations of the data in the scatter plot.

of 9.5×105×9.5 µm3 in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. In the attenuation image (Fig. 2
(a)) rubber can easily be distinguished from the other two materials, due to its higher attenuation
coefficient, but the plastic and pencil lead samples provide similar contrast. In the phase image (Fig.
2 (b)), the signal to noise ratio for all materials is substantially higher than in the attenuation and
USAXS images. However, while the plastic monofilament is clearly visible, rubber and pencil lead
show a very similar signal, making it difficult to distinguish the two materials. The USAXS image
(Fig. 2 (c)) shows a strong signal generated by rubber and pencil lead, due to their porosity. The
composition of those samples is not homogeneous at length scales comparable to the resolution of
the system, and this inhomogeneity creates the USAXS signal. Rubber and pencil lead, however,
provide an almost identical USAXS signal, and it is therefore not possible to distinguish the two
materials from Fig. 2 (c) only.

To better appreciate the complementarity of the three images, a scatter plot of the reconstructed
signals is shown in Fig. 3, together with a table showing the average values of the retrieved signals
and their corresponding standard deviations. Data displayed in Fig. 3 are obtained from the slices
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in Fig. 2, binned to a voxel size of 1053 µm3. The images are manually segmented to isolate the
different materials, and voxels at the interface between different materials, where the signals mix
due to limited resolution, are discarded. Each material results in a different cluster in the scatter
plot, and all clusters are well separated. The ability to measure three signals simultaneously can
be of primary importance for material discrimination. Plastic and air, for example show negligible
USAXS signal, but can be easily separated from the phase signal. Rubber and pencil lead, instead,
present similar phase and USAXS signals, but different attenuation. Similar considerations apply
for other combinations of materials and signals.

The current implementation of the method presents, however, some limitations. Noise in the
retrieved USAXS signal is relatively high. If, for example, we consider the values retrieved for the
pencil lead in the table in Fig. 3, the signal to noise ratio for the USAXS signal is 6, compared
to 17 and 26 for the attenuation and phase signal, respectively. It is important to note that those
values are referred to the signals binned to a voxel size of 1053 µm3, and that high frequency noise
is reduced for the attenuation and USAXS signal by the Hamming window used in the tomographic
reconstruction. Another limitation is the total exposure time, and this is mainly limited by the
10-step scan which is performed at each projection to fully exploit the intrinsic resolution of the
system.

5 Conclusions

Weshowed how the beam-tracking approach can be used to build amulti-modal laboratorymicro-CT
system, sensitive to attenuation, phase and USAXS. The possibility to simultaneously measure three
different and independent physical properties can substantially facilitate material discrimination in
a given sample. In this work we show how signals from different materials are well separated in the
three-dimensional space (µ, δ, σ2

φ), suggesting the possibility to use a simple segmentation method
based on thresholds in this three-dimensional space. Ultimately, the ability to discriminate two
different materials depends on the noise level in the reconstructed images, but it is important to
note that, for a given level of noise in the attenuation signal, the additional information obtained
from the phase and USAXS signal are always beneficial compared to a standard attenuation based
x-ray system. Future developments might include the use of advanced image fusion methods, in
which the three signals are combined together in a single image with higher information content.
Finally, alternative acquisition schemes and data analysis procedures will be studied to mitigate the
problems related to the high noise in the retrieved USAXS signal and to reduce the total scan time.
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